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PRESIDENT’S CORNER | BY WILLIAM PATRICK BRADY, ESQUIRE

Providing Equal Access to Justice

O

We have all heard about statistics
demonstrating that parties represented by
an attorney are far more likely to obtain a
successful resolution to their legal matter
than if acting pro se. Besides, that is just
common sense. At the risk of sounding
too preachy, while we in Delaware already
do much in the way of providing pro bono
services to low income persons and many
of you should be commended for your efforts, collectively, we need to do more and
we owe it to our community and our profession to do so. You may have heard that
California and several other jurisdictions
are considering amending their Rules of
Professional Conduct to allow, among
other things, non-lawyers to provide legal
advice or other services. Frankly, I do
not believe that will ever happen here in
Delaware. However, the fact that it is even
being considered in other states is indicative of a larger problem that, in certain
respects, is self-created by our profession,
in that there is simply a great shortage of
legal services provided to the poor.
The opportunities to provide pro bono
service are many and quite varied. I am
most familiar with the need for pro bono
representation in Landlord Tenant matters, as that is an area which has made
up a large part of my practice since I was
4
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ctober is Pro Bono month
and, as you are no doubt
aware by now from the cover, the focus of this month’s
Bar Journal is on pro bono service. As I
mentioned at the Bench and Bar Conference and in a previous President’s Corner,
one of my main goals during my term is
to increase the amount of pro bono service
that our Bar provides.

first admitted. In that regard, I primarily represent landlords, but there was a point
early in my career where the office at which I worked exclusively represented tenants
when that type of case would come in and I still represent them from time to time,
so I definitely see things on both sides of the fence.
Because it bears repeating, I am going to restate a few things I said at the Bench
and Bar Conference and in my first “President’s Corner” in the July/August online
issue: Tenants facing eviction are among the litigants most in need of legal assistance.
Simply put, they need our help and organizations such as Community Legal Aid
Society, Legal Services Corporation, and Delaware Volunteer Legal Services cannot
do it alone. All too often, unrepresented tenants are not sophisticated enough to
know their rights under the law or properly state their case to the Court, leading to
unfavorable or disproportionate outcomes.
I want you to put yourself in the shoes of a low-income tenant for a moment. You
have fallen behind in payment of rent to your landlord. There are problems with the
property you are leasing, but your landlord has been non-responsive or slow to address
them or you have been afraid up to this point to complain for fear of retaliation. You
do not know what your rights are or what you should do, other than move out. If
the landlord obtains a monetary judgment against you and an order for possession,
resulting in an eviction from the property, that will make it difficult to rent another
property in the future and, if you are receiving subsidized housing assistance, it may
prevent you from being eligible for future assistance for the next five years. Unfortunately, that is not just a hypothetical: it happens every day, every month, year after
year in our State and we need to assist parties in those situations if we are able to
honestly state, as attorneys, that our civil justice system is fair and impartial and that
all citizens have equal access to justice.

We have all heard about statistics demonstrating
that parties represented by an attorney are far
more likely to obtain a successful resolution to
their legal matter than if acting pro se.
While my focus has been on encouraging representation in Landlord Tenant
matters, there are a myriad of legal areas
and opportunities in which to provide pro
bono services, ranging from one day, one
matter representation or events, to more
ongoing involvement. To just scratch the
surface (and in no particular order), those
other areas include: wills; Family Court
and domestic matters, including custody,
child support, and Protection from Abuse;
guardianships; bankruptcy; government
benefits; employment law and benefits;
medical benefits; elder law; and so on. The
list is, quite literally, almost endless. You
can read about some of these elsewhere
in this issue, but any area of the law in
which you are able to assist a low income
client is an opportunity to serve. Training
is available for many of these matters and
one always has the ability to contact more

experienced attorneys within our Bar for
advice and guidance. In fact, any of you
who are willing to take on a pro bono
Landlord Tenant matter should feel free
to call me if you have questions and I will
be happy to help you through the process
and provide whatever assistance I am able.1
It is also not too late to register for the
Access to Justice Commission’s First Annual Pro Bono Challenge, where attorneys
are encouraged to devote one percent of
their professional hours for the calendar
year to providing pro bono services to indigent individuals and families. Visit https://
courts.delaware.gov/probonochallenge.
aspx for more information and to register.
While providing services in conjunction
with one of the legal aid organizations in
Delaware is encouraged, any direct legal
representation for clients who meet poverty guidelines qualifies.

Again, I strongly encourage you to
sign up to provide pro bono services and, if
already volunteering your time, to pledge
to do even more going forward. If we all
get involved, it will make a tremendous
difference in the lives of low income persons and the administration of justice in
Delaware.
Notes:
1. One of the great things about our Bar that I learned
early in my career is that other members are always
willing to help out and answer questions. To the best
of my recollection, I have never been ignored or
turned down when I have called another attorney to
pick their brain on a matter.

William Patrick (“Bill”) Brady is the
current President of the Delaware State
Bar Association. He is a member of the
Small Firms and Solo Practitioners Section, Real and Personal Property Section,
Litigation Section and ADR Section of
the DSBA. He has been a member of the
Delaware Bar since 1995 and has served
on the Executive Committee of the Delaware State Bar Association since 2009.
He is the founder and managing attorney
of The Brady Law Firm, P.A. and can be
reached at wbrady@bradylawde.com.
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A Letter to the Delaware Bar
from the DSBA President
The following letter was sent to the Delaware Bar on Friday, September 20, 2019
via the Delaware State Bar Association listserv.

A Message from DSBA President William Patrick Brady Regarding
Recent Attacks on the Court of Chancery and the Chancellor
Dear Members of the Bar:

For those of you not familiar with the underlying facts
of the TransPerfect matter, it involved a company formed
by two parties, Mr. Shawe and Elizabeth Elting, who
were at one time engaged, but as their business grew
enormously, became extremely hostile to one another.
Eventually, Ms. Elting filed suit in the Court of Chancery
seeking the appointment of a custodian to sell the company for the benefit of the stockholders, pursuant to the
Delaware General Corporation Law and long-standing
judicial precedent.
In essence, the parties sought a business
divorce. It was a fairly
typical case of the type
the Court of Chancery
is called upon to decide
on a regular basis and
was decided in a manner
entirely consistent with
long-standing Delaware
law and precedent. What
made the case unusual,
and for which it gained
national notoriety, were
the extraordinary and
unprecedented tactics

6
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employed by Mr. Shawe in engaging in a public campaign
designed to intimidate the Chancellor, Ms. Elting and Delaware officials, including an unsuccessful attempt to seek
legislative changes during the pendency of the litigation in
an effort to affect the outcome of the matter and prevent
a judicial sale of the company. Ultimately, the custodian
appointed by the Chancellor solicited bids and oversaw
a transaction whereby Mr. Shawe bought out Ms. Elting’s
interest in the company.
The Citizens group, using a high profile public relations
firm, has now renewed and ramped up its attacks on the
Court, repeatedly calling it “corrupt,” as well as personally attacking Chancellor Bouchard and his family. The
Chancellor could not respond to the unwarranted personal
attacks, then or now, because he, like all Delaware judges,
is bound by a Judicial Code of Conduct that forbids such
response. On the other hand, we, as a Bar Association, are
not bound by such restrictions and the recent renewal of
the disrespectful attacks on the Chancellor has reached
the point where we can no longer remain silent.
While the Citizens
group has most recently
tried to legitimize itself
by calling for increased
diversity on the Supreme
Court following the announcement of the impending retirement of
Chief Justice Leo Strine,
it is clear that this is
merely a smokescreen to
hide its real mission, one
that has been apparent
from the outset, of waging a personal vendetta
against the Chancellor.

Illustrations by Mark S. Vavala

Many of you are aware of a recent series of television
and print ads from a group calling itself Citizens for a ProBusiness Delaware purporting to seek legislative changes
to increase transparency and accountability in the Court
of Chancery. In fact, this group’s goal is not to improve
our judicial system, but instead, to unfairly malign the
Court and, in particular, wage a personal vendetta against
Chancellor Andre Bouchard, as a result of an adverse ruling
against a party, Philip Shawe, in the TransPerfect litigation
conducted several years ago.

As Delaware attorneys, we should
not stand for this. The group has also
claimed it wishes to see Delaware law
changed because the State’s reputation as the preferred place of incorporation and our business climate has
suffered as a result of the TransPerfect
litigation. However, like the rest of its
allegations, that is simply not true.
(Mr. Shawe moved his company’s state
of incorporation away from Delaware,
so he no longer has any real interest
in seeing Delaware law changed.) In
fact, just this week, Delaware’s lawsuit
climate was again ranked first in a
national survey released by the U.S.
Chamber Institute for Legal Reform
(ILR). The press report for the survey
can be seen at the following link:
https://www.instituteforlegalreform.
co m /re s ou rce/d elaw a re - re g ain s nations-top-lawsuit-climate-rank and
the entire report can be accessed at:
https://www.instituteforlegalreform.
com/uploads/pdfs/2019_Harris_Poll_
State_Lawsuit_Climate_Ranking_the_
States.pdf.
The very nature of our civil adversarial system is that one party, at a
minimum, will not be happy with the
outcome of a matter. However, that
does not give a disgruntled litigant
free reign to conduct a false and
misleading smear campaign. Despite
the Citizens group’s claims to the contrary, the manner in which Chancellor
Bouchard conducted the TransPerfect
litigation reflects the Court acting at
its very best, deciding a matter solely
on the merits in a careful manner and
free from outside pressures or influences. We, as a Bar, should be very
proud of him and we should not tolerate such attacks on him or the Court.
I have no doubt that all of you understand the current campaign lacks any
merit, but I urge you, if the topic is
raised by family, friends, or others who
may not be aware of the true facts, to
set the record straight and voice our
utmost and well-deserved confidence
in our courts and judicial officers and
our excellent judicial system.
Sincerely,
William Patrick Brady, Esquire
DSBA President
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EDITOR’S PERSPECTIVE | BY BENJAMIN A. SCHWARTZ, ESQUIRE

A Pro Bono Tale

I

was a young attorney in my first
year of law practice. It was a midsummer afternoon, and there really
wasn’t much going on in my office
in Dover other than sitting around, waiting for the phone to ring. I decided to go
over to the Kent County Courthouse to
check the mailbox in the Prothonotary’s
office. (You know it is slow when the best
thing you can think to do is go check the
mailbox in the Prothonotary’s office.)

ber me going to college and law school.
But I don’t remember you being there.
What’re you talking about, you’re gonna
pick a jury?”
“Man, I’ve been to the Public Defender’s office and they just wanted me
to plead guilty. And I can’t afford a paid
lawyer, so I’m just going to represent
myself,” Jeff told me.
“Get your paperwork and come out
in the hall and I’ll try to give you some

“Mr. Schwartz, just try the case!” the Judge
thundered. And, he walked away before I could
think of something else to say.
I picked up the few letters and notices
that were in the mailbox and I was making
my way back out to the main entrance. I
passed by one of the Court of Common
Pleas courtrooms with its door open. For
those who practiced in the old Courthouse
in Dover, it was the courtroom with the
ruby red carpet. Looking in, I saw a friend
from high school, Jeff who was sitting at
counsel table all by himself. At the other
table, there were two prosecutors looking
like a pair of eagles getting ready to swoop
down and pluck a fish from the stream.
As I passed by, Jeff looked out the
door and saw me in the hallway. “Hey
there, Ben!” he said smiling.
“Hey there, Jeff” I replied. “What’re
you doing, man?” I asked.
“I’m getting ready to pick a jury” he
said nonchalantly.
I beckoned him to come out in the
hallway. “Jeff,” I whispered, “I remem8
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pointers on how to try this case to a jury”
I told him.
Jeff went back to counsel table,
gathered everything up, and brought his
disheveled stack of papers out into the
hallway. We were digging through the
pile, and I was about halfway done telling
Jeff everything I knew about trials, when
the judge came back from lunch. I guess
he must have overheard me telling Jeff
something about how to give an opening
statement or what to ask on cross because
as he passed, he grumbled “Just try the
case, Mr. Schwartz!”
Hearing that was like a bolt of lightning going through me, because I was not
really trying to get stuck with a freebie
jury trial in CCP (even if I did not have
anything better to do back at the office).
“Respectfully, Your Honor,” I replied,
“this case is too complex to just jump in.
I would be glad to take an appointment
and move for a continuance.”

“You don’t need a continuance,” the
Judge scowled, “just get in there and try
the case.”
“Well, Your Honor…” I tried to think
of some way out of this. “I am not attempting to evade my ethical responsibilities to
accept court appointments or any other
tenets of the Bar of the Supreme Court
of the State of Delaware, but I really do
not think . . .”
“Mr. Schwartz, just try the case!” the
Judge thundered. And, he walked away before I could think of something else to say.
I looked at Jeff. Jeff looked back at
me pleadingly. I had no idea what I was
doing and no idea how to get out of this
little trap I had set for myself. But I was
wearing a tie and jacket, and like I told
Jeff, I had gone to law school.
“Okay, let’s go try the case, Jeff,” I said.
And, we went into the courtroom and sat
at counsel table together.
I am sure I looked cool, calm, and collected on the outside. But on the inside,
a mild case of panic set in as it occurred
to me that I did not really know what the
case was about. I went up to the clerk in
the front of the courtroom and asked if
there was an Information I could look at
to see Jeff’s criminal charges.
I then went back to counsel table and
started furiously reading every piece of paper Jeff had in his raggedy stack. As I was
reading, the Jury Services clerk brought
in the jury venire. As we were picking a
jury, I had one eye on the jurors, and with
my other eye I was trying to digest the
discovery material.
Around the time we empaneled the
jury, I started to get a handle on what the

case was about. Jeff was charged
with criminal harassment for
repeatedly calling his ex-wife and
leaving nasty phone messages on
her answering machine. He used
the “F word” a lot in those messages. They were going through
a divorce and custody battle in
Family Court, and it sounded like
he was really frustrated with her
and was lashing out.

Maybe you do not need to look
too hard for opportunities to
do pro bono work. Just let
yourself fall into some legal
adventures (misadventures)
and see where they lead.

One of the prosecutors stood up and
delivered an opening statement. I do not
think I heard it because I was still trying to
read the police report. After a while, I recall
the prosecutor said something like “At the
close of this case, you will retire to the jury
room to deliberate, and we trust you will
return verdicts of guilty on all charges.” It
was right around that time that I finished
reading all the paperwork in Jeff’s pile.
“Counsel for the Defendant will now
address the jury,” the Judge said.
I stood up, introduced myself and my
now-beleaguered high school friend to the
jury, looked them all in the eye, one-byone, and told them that the evidence would
show that Jeff was not guilty of each and
every one of the charges.
I am not really sure what else was in
that extemporaneous opening speech. I
certainly did not have a handle on Jeff’s
defenses, as I had not yet gotten the opportunity to review the evidence with my
client.
Whatever I said, I am sure I made it
look good. I had interned for a federal
judge in Brooklyn while in law school,
which involved spending a lot of time in
court watching mob trials. I had been
watching the style and mannerisms of
guys like Bruce Cutler (John Gotti’s
lawyer) and Gerald Shargel (Sammy “the
Bull” Gravano’s lawyer). So, I probably
strutted back and forth in front of the
podium like a rooster, extolling the virtues of the presumption of innocence, the
importance of questioning authority, and
the American patriotic value of requiring
real, hard, concrete proof before authorizing the judge to punish Jeff. This tour de
force was, no doubt, helped along by the
fact that I was wearing a sharp-looking
navy suit and a pair of Gucci loafers

(Bruce Cutler always wore a navy suit and
Gucci loafers).
After I finally sat down, the State
started calling witnesses. The investigating
officer was up first. He brought in a telephone answering machine and a miniature
audio tape. (For some of you newer lawyers,
that is how people used to leave messages
or “voicemails” as they are now called.)
The cop authenticated the answering
machine and the tape as those which were
taken into custody during an investigation
into possible criminal activity, alleged to
have been committed by Jeff, the man now
sitting next to me at counsel table, within
the geographical confines of County of
Kent and State of Delaware, on a certain
date well within the applicable limitations
period. The prosecutor then asked him to
play the tape.
The diatribe of cuss words coming out
of that telephone answering machine was
like nothing I had ever heard. I blushed.
Jeff blushed. The Judge blushed. The court
clerk blushed. The jurors blushed. The
alternates blushed. But, the prosecutors did
not blush — they grinned like a couple of
kids coming down the stairs on Christmas
morning. Only this time, the present under the tree was going to be six months in
the can in Smyrna for poor old Jeff.
Then, the ex-wife took the stand and,
through her tears, explained how she
had asked Jeff to stop calling and leaving
nasty messages, and how only a criminal
conviction would save her from a life of
harassment via telephone messages left on
her home answering machine when Jeff
knew she was at work.
I then got the opportunity to cross-examine. I did not really have a plan, which
I have since learned is something you
ought to have when you cross-examine.
But, I did notice that the date when the

nasty messages were recorded was
about six months removed from
the date when the ex-wife went to
the police to lodge her criminal
complaint. I asked her why that
was, and she explained that she
initially was not going to make
a criminal complaint. She had a
lawyer in the divorce and child
custody case in Family Court.
When she told her lawyer about the tape,
the lawyer told her to go to the police.
“Did the lawyer do that because a
conviction in this criminal case would help
you in the Family Court case?” I asked.
“Why, yes,” she answered. And then
she said something about her lawyer using
the word “leverage.”
I do not remember much more about
the trial, other than I can still picture the
old Judge’s face when the jury came back
with a verdict. The jury shuffled back into
the courtroom after deliberating. The clerk
asked the forelady to rise, and asked if the
jury had reached a unanimous verdict.
The forelady responded yes and handed
up the folded verdict slip. The Judge
opened the paper and squinted at it like it
was real hard to read. He slowly, almost
imperceptibly, shook his head. He handed
the paper back to the clerk, who handed it
back to the forelady. The clerk asked her to
how the jury found on each of the counts:
“Not guilty, not guilty, not guilty.”
Now, if you have made it this far, you
may be wondering what the point of this
story was. The point is this: Maybe you do
not need to look too hard for opportunities
to do pro bono work. Just let yourself fall
into some legal adventures (misadventures)
and see where they lead. If some case
comes along that looks interesting, take
it even if the client cannot pay you. You
may have a lot more fun than you would
ever expect, and maybe do some good for
somebody along the way.
Bar Journal Editor Ben Schwartz is Managing Partner of Schwartz & Schwartz,
where he helps people recover af ter
catastrophic injuries and accidents. He is
a frequent speaker, writer, and blogger.
For more information, go to facebook.
com/schwartzandschwartz or email ben.
schwartz@schwartzandschwartz.com.
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SIDE BAR
MEMBER BENEFIT OF THE MONTH

DSBA Sections
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Enhance your professional growth by engaging in one
of DSBA’s many Sections
The Association offers its members the opportunity to increase their expertise and expand their professional contacts
through membership in its many Sections. Membership in
one of DSBA’s 29 Sections allows lawyers to meet colleagues
who share their interest in a special field of law, to receive
section publications, and to receive advance notification of
proposed legislation. Membership in committees provides
an opportunity for leadership in service to the Association, to the legal community and to the public in numerous areas. For more information on Sections,
visit Sections of the Bar or contact LaTonya Tucker, Director of Bar Services and
Membership, at ltucker@dsba.org.

TOP 5

REASONS TO SIGN UP FOR THE ACCESS TO
JUSTICE COMMISSION’S PRO BONO CHALLENGE
BY KATHERINE J. NEIKIRK, ESQUIRE

1

You will help someone who really needs your legal expertise, and
that feels great!

Delaware’s legal aid organizations do a great job, but cannot meet all the civil legal
needs of poor Delawareans. By doing pro bono work, lawyers can help fill this access
to justice gap and meet the needs of the entire market.

2

You can follow a passion or learn something new.

3
4

You can earn CLE credits.

5
10

YOUR WORDS

HOW DOES PRO BONO
WORK ENHANCE
YOUR PRACTICE?

“I have devoted my pro bono time
over the last 18 years to the Of f ice
of Child Advocate. These cases have
compelled me to be creative, pushed
me beyond my comfort zone, and allowed me to help change the trajector y of children’s lives for the better.
We all have busy practices and personal res ponsibilities that de mand
our time, but f inding time to give a
child a voice in his/her f uture is one
of the most rewarding aspects of my
legal career.”
NATALIE WOLF, ESQUIRE
Young Conaway Stargatt & Taylor, LLP
DSBA MEMBER

There are a wide variety of pro bono opportunities available with organizations including, but not limited to, Community Legal Aid Society, Inc.; Delaware Volunteer
Legal Services; the Federal Civil Panel; Legal Services Corporation; the Limited Legal
Assistance Program; and the Office of the Child Advocate.

Under CLE Rule 9(D), you can earn up to 6.0 CLE credits in a two-year reporting
period for pro bono work.

This is a rare opportunity to legitimately double count your time.

By signing up for the Delaware Access to Justice Pro Bono Challenge, you pledge to
dedicate at least one percent of your billable hours to providing direct legal services
to poor people at no charge. If you do not have billable hours, you calculate the one
percent based on the number of hours or days you normally work in a year. If you are
participating in another pro bono challenge (e.g. the ABA three percent challenge)
or if you already volunteer through one of Delaware’s legal aid organizations, you
can use the same hours to satisfy this challenge (as long as you are providing direct
legal services to poor people).

It is easy to contribute to this collective effort to do good.

It is easy to sign up — just go to https://courts.delaware.gov/probonochallenge.aspx
and fill out the form. At the end of the year you will get a simple questionnaire. Your
confidential responses will help the Access to Justice Commission to quantify the
pro bono contributions made by Delaware lawyers and to identify potential barriers
to pro bono representation.
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T he most rewarding things I do a s
a lawyer are pro bono. My day job
i s a bou t w ho ge t s m on e y a n d w ho
d oe s n’t . My pro bono m a t t e r s a r e
a b o u t t h i n g s t ha t c ha n g e pe o pl e s’
ever yday lives: Will I get to see my
child? Am I going to be beaten in my
home tonight? Will I have a roof over
my head?
DEREK C. ABBOTT, ESQUIRE
Morris Nichols Arsht & Tunnell LLP
DSBA MEMBER

Illustrations by Mark S. Vavala

OUR NEXT QUESTION...

What are you most thankful
for in your career?

Email Rebecca Baird at rbaird@dsba.org and your
response could be in the next Bar Journal.

OF NOTE

Call for Bar Journal Editorial Advisory
Committee Members
The DSBA is looking for avid readers of the Bar Journal to serve as members
of the newly formed Editorial Advisory Committee. Serving on the EAC is
an opportunity to contribute to the content and direction of the DSBA’s
monthly publication.
EAC members will work with the Editorial Board and DSBA staff overseeing
publication of the Bar Journal. This may include:
▪▪

Establishing and maintaining an editorial calendar

▪▪

Advising on issues related to content

▪▪

Identifying authors

▪▪

Writing articles and/or securing content

▪▪

Identifying topics and issues relevant to members

▪▪

Reviewing articles

▪▪

Assisting in gaining advertising revenue

The maximum committee size is 10 members. Appointment is for a two-year term.
The EAC is composed of Delaware-licensed lawyers who are members of the
DSBA with varied practice, geographic, and publishing backgrounds. Potential
EAC members should possess skills in writing and/or editing. EAC’s recommendations are advisory only; final editorial decisions are made by the Editors.
If you are interested in serving on the EAC, please submit a current curriculum vitae and letter of interest to Rebecca Baird at rbaird@dsba.org no later
than November 1, 2019.

Attorneys Working for Justice

Connolly Gallagher LLP attorneys Timothy M. Holly, Esquire; Matthew F.
Boyer, Esquire; and Lauren P. DeLuca, Esquire, at a signing ceremony to
mark the adoption of their proposed amendment to the Delaware Equal
Accommodations Law to add anti-retaliation protections, with Governor
John Carney and Senator Anthony Delcollo.

Condolences to the family of Bonnie
Glantz Fatell, Esquire, who died on
August 24, 2019.
Condolences to the family of The Honorable Peter J. Walsh who died on August
28, 2019.
Condolences to the family of Cynthia
Skibicki Collins, Esquire, who died on
September 6, 2019.
Condolences to Edward K. Black, Esquire, on the death of his wife, Sharon
Ann Black, who died on September 8,
2019.
Condolences to the family of Clifford B.
Hearn, Jr., Esquire, who died on September 8, 2019.
Condolences to the family of Lawrence
M. Sullivan, Esquire, who died on September 9, 2019.
If you have an item you would like to submit for the Of Note section, please contact
Rebecca Baird at rbaird@dsba.org.

Step up to
the mic!

Organizing a program or a
CLE Seminar is a great way to
get exposure and engage with
the DSBA! Email your ideas to
Susan Simmons at ssimmons@
dsba.org.
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Professional
Guidance Committee
This committee provides peer counseling
and support to lawyers overburdened by
personal or practice-related problems. It
offers help to lawyers who, during difficult
times, may need assistance in meeting law
practice demands. The members of this
committee, individually or as a team, will
help with the time and energy needed to
keep a law practice operating smoothly and
to protect clients. Call a member if you or
someone you know needs assistance.

New Castle County
Karen Ann Jacobs, Esquire, Co-Chair*
Victor F. Battaglia, Sr., Esquire
Dawn L. Becker, Esquire
David J.J. Facciolo, Esquire
David J. Ferry, Jr., Esquire
Robert D. Goldberg, Esquire
Bayard Marin, Esquire
James K. Maron, Esquire
Wayne A. Marvel, Esquire
Michael F. McTaggart, Esquire
Denise D. Nordheimer, Esquire
Elizabeth Y. Olsen, Esquire*
Kenneth M. Roseman, Esquire*
Hon. Janine M. Salomone
Yvonne Takvorian Saville, Esquire
R. Judson Scaggs, Esquire*
David A. White, Esquire
Gregory Brian Williams, Esquire
Hon. William L. Witham, Jr.
Kent County
Crystal L. Carey, Esquire
Edward Curley, Esquire
Elizabeth O. Groller, Esquire
Clay T. Jester, Esquire
Mary E. Sherlock, Esquire, Co-Chair*
Sussex County

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
October 2019
Tuesday, October 1, 2019
DE-LAP Behind the Cool Image Workshop One:
An Attorney’s Wellness Blueprint: A New Vision of Wellness
1.0 hour CLE credit in Enhanced Ethics
Delaware State Bar Association, Wilmington, DE
Webcast to Morris James, LLP, Dover, DE
Webcast to Tunnell & Raysor, Georgetown, DE

Tuesday, October 8, 2019
Recent Developments in Data Security and E-Discovery

3.0 hours CLE credit in Enhanced Ethics
Delaware State Bar Association, Wilmington, DE
Webcast to Morris James, LLP, Dover, DE
Webcast to Tunnell & Raysor, Georgetown, DE

Wednesday, October 16, 2019
Movie & CLE Night at DSBA: Gideon’s Trumpet

1.0 hour CLE credit
Delaware State Bar Association, Wilmington, DE

Friday, October 18, 2019
CLE on Tap: Second Round

3.0 hours CLE credit
Wilmington Brew Works 3129 Miller Rd, Wilmington, DE 19802

Thursday, October 24, 2019
Christopher W. White Distinguished Access to Justice
Awards Breakfast

Chase Center on the Riverfront, Wilmington, DE

November 2019
Friday, November 1, 2019
Supreme Court Review 2019

3.0 hours CLE credit
Delaware State Bar Association, Wilmington, DE
Webcast to Morris James, LLP, Dover, DE
Webcast to Tunnell & Raysor, Georgetown, DE

Tuesday, November 5, 2019
DE-LAP Behind the Cool Image Workshop Two:
Lawyering As A Spiritual Path
1.0 hour CLE credit in Enhanced Ethics
Delaware State Bar Association, Wilmington, DE
Webcast to Morris James, LLP, Dover, DE
Webcast to Tunnell & Raysor, Georgetown, DE

Wednesday, November 6, 2019
Fundamentals of Real Estate

Dennis L. Schrader, Esquire, Co-Chair*

6.0 hours CLE credit including 0.5 hour in Enhanced Ethics
Delaware State Bar Association, Wilmington, DE
Webcast to Morris James, LLP, Dover, DE
Webcast to Tunnell & Raysor, Georgetown, DE

Carol P. Waldhauser, Executive Director
DSBA/DE-LAP Liaison

Thursday, November 7, 2019
Movie & CLE Night at DSBA: The Godfather

Larry W. Fifer, Esquire
Eleanor M. Kiesel, Esquire

*Certified Practice Monitor

1.0 hour CLE credit
Delaware State Bar Association, Wilmington, DE

Dates, times, and locations of Events and CLEs may occasionally change after time
of press, please consult the DSBA website for the most up-to-date information at
www.dsba.org.
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SECTION & COMMITTEE MEETINGS
October 2019

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
William Patrick Brady
President

Monday, October 7, 2019 • 12:00 p.m.
Senior Lawyers Section Meeting
Delaware State Bar Association, 405 North King Street, Suite 100, Wilmington, DE

Michael F. McTaggart
President-Elect

Wednesday, October 9, 2019 • 4:00 p.m.
Real and Personal Property Section Meeting
Brian Frederick Funk, P.A., 24 Polly Drummond Hill Road, Newark DE

Kathleen M. Miller
Vice President-at-Large

Wednesday, October 16, 2019 • 9:00 a.m.
ADR Section Meeting
Young Conaway Stargatt & Taylor, LLP, Rodney Square, 1000 North King Street,
Wilmington, DE
Thursday, October 17, 2019 • 12:00 p.m.
Executive Committee Meeting
Delaware State Bar Association, 405 North King Street, Suite 100, Wilmington, DE
Thursday, October 17, 2019 • 12:30 p.m.
Torts and Insurance Section Meeting
Tybout, Redfearn & Pell, 750 Shipyard Drive, Suite 400, Wilmington, DE
Thursday, October 17, 2019 • 4:00 p.m.
Elder Law Section Meeting
The Levinson Firm, 1326 North King Street, Wilmington, DE
Tuesday, October 22, 2019 • 12:30 p.m.
Labor and Employment Section Meeting
Connolly Gallagher LLP, 1201 North Market Street, 20th Floor, Wilmington, DE
Wednesday, October 23, 2019 • 6:00 p.m.
Young Lawyers Section Happy Hour
TBD
Thursday, October 24, 2019 • 4:00 p.m.
Family Law Section Meeting
Bayard, P.A., 600 North King Street, Wilmington, DE
Thursday, October 24, 2019 • 4:30 p.m.
Small Firms and Solo Practitioners Section Meeting
TBD
Friday, October 25, 2019 • 12:00 p.m.
Environmental Law Section Meeting
Young Conaway Stargatt & Taylor, LLP, Rodney Square, 1000 North King Street,
Wilmington DE
Monday, October 28, 2019 • 4:00 p.m.
Taxation Section Meeting
PNC Hawthorn, 222 Delaware Avenue, Suite East 1800, Wilmington, DE

November 2019

Charles J. Durante
Vice President, New Castle
County
Jeffrey Alexander Young
Vice President, Kent County
Stephen A. Spence
Vice President, Sussex County
Samuel D. Pratcher III
Vice President, Solo & Small
Firms, New Castle County
Reneta L. Green-Streett
Secretary
Mary Frances Dugan
Assistant Secretary
Kate Harmon
Treasurer
Francis J. Murphy, Jr.
Assistant Treasurer
David J. Ferry, Jr.
Past President
The Honorable Sheldon K. Rennie
Judicial Member
Loren R. Barron
Assistant to President
Thomas P. McGonigle
Legislative Liaison

Friday, November 15, 2019 • 4:00 p.m.
Workers’ Compensation Section Meeting
Elzufon Austin & Mondell, P.A., 300 Delaware Avenue, Suite 1700, Wilmington, DE

Ian Connor Bifferato
Adrian Sarah Broderick
Crystal L. Carey
Renee Duval
Kaan Ekiner
Brian J. Ferry
Richard A. Forsten
Monica A. Horton
Denise Del Giorno Nordheimer
Adam V. Orlacchio
David A. White
Jennifer Ying
Members-at-Large

Please contact LaTonya Tucker at ltucker@dsba.org or (302) 658-5279 to have your
Section or Committee meetings listed each month in the Bar Journal.

Mark S. Vavala
Executive Director

Tuesday, November 5, 2019 • 3:30 p.m.
Estates and Trusts Section Meeting
Morris James LLP, 500 Delaware Avenue, Suite 1500, Wilmington DE
Wednesday, November 6, 2019 • 12:30 p.m.
Women and the Law Section Meeting
Morris James LLP, 850 New Burton Road, Suite 101, Dover DE
Wednesday, November 13, 2019 • 4:00 p.m.
Real and Personal Property Section Meeting
Brian Frederick Funk, P.A., 24 Polly Drummond Hill Road, Newark DE
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TIPS ON TECHNOLOGY | BY RICHARD K. HERRMANN, ESQUIRE

Some Musings at a Recent
Technology Ethics Seminar:

Ru

le

1.1

Richard K. Herrmann is a partner
at Morris James LLP, handling many
forms of complex litigation, including
intellectual property, commercial,
and technology. He can be reached
at rherrmann@morrisjames.com.
“Tips on Technology” is a service of
the E-Discovery and Technology Law
Section of the Delaware State Bar
Association.
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Ethics plays an important role,
In the way we practice law.
But if you don’t remember this,
Your career can take a fall.

Do you use a VPN
When you are keying in Wi-Fi?
Is your data all encrypted
When you store it in the sky?

And that’s the story of my life,
Because I did not see,
The importance of technology
They taught in CLE.

Do you know what spoliation means?
Or do you feel that you are lost,
When they’re moving for your ESI
Or shifting all the cost?

They said it touched on many rules
As the seminar began.
And the first Rule that they taught us,
Was numbered 1.1.

Encryption’s not a mummy’s tomb.
A bit is not a byte.
The Right to be Forgotten
Doesn’t mean you’re out of sight.

A lawyer must be competent
To practice what he preaches.
But competence may mean many things,
And that’s what this Rule teaches.

While mega still means really BIG,
These words seem all outrageous.
A tech bug has no legs at all, but
A virus is still contagious.

It means there’s more to substance
Than the law as you may state it.
It means you must be also good
At the way you communicate it.

I know I’m getting off the track
I’ve lost where I’ve begun.
I think I was at competence
Rule numbered 1.1.

If you do not write in pen and ink,
As you did before,
It’s up to you to take the time
To know things are secure.

I best focus on this seminar
Or I’ll be in a fix.
Cause they just said they are moving on
To discuss Rule 1.6.

The tech world’s full of acronyms,
And so it’s up to you
To learn if any one of them
Is something you should do.

My last draft of this was better.
I could tell you that I tossed it.
But I simply failed to back it up,
And that is when I lost it.

© istockphoto.com/ :mushakesa

You really should be listening

Insurance Services for
Delaware Attorneys
The Delaware State Bar Insurance Services (DSBIS) offers
comprehensive, highly customized insurance solutions
and risk control services to protect lawyers from
professional exposures and provide enhanced member
services.
Powered by USI, DSBIS brings decades of risk
management experience, a proprietary risk analysis
process and a local team supported by the expertise of
more than 4,400 USI professionals nationwide to reduce
cost and lower risk for your firm.
Since 1940, our Wilmington office has provided the
insurance solutions and services that lawyers count on
to protect their families, their firms and their employees.
At DSBIS, we’ve got you covered.
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Employee Benefits | Property & Casualty
Personal Risk | Retirement Consulting
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302-658-8000 | www.dsbis.com

©2017 USI Insurance Services. All Rights Reserved.

2018 & 2012

Superstars in Business Winner

2017 & 2011

Award of Excellence Winner

Proud to be
Recognized Again!
Celebrating 80 years of Providing
Tax, Audit, Trust, and Accounting
Services in Delaware.
Little Falls Centre One
2711 Centerville Road, Suite 100
Wilmington, DE 19808
Directors Peter Kennedy, Marie Holliday, Loretta Manning,
Jennifer Pacilli, and Eric Williams

Great advice. Great people.
/CoverRossiter

@CoverRossiter

(302) 656-6632

www.CoverRossiter.com
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COMMISSION ON LAW & TECHNOLOGY: LEADING PRACTICES

A Low-Tech Solution to High-Tech
Discovery
BY RYAN P. NEWELL, ESQUIRE

T
alike.

he requirement to collect and
produce electronic documents
will elicit a variety of reactions
from clients and attorneys

Clients may fear a perceived invasion
of privacy and a distraction from their
lives or businesses. Undoubtedly, they
do not like the exorbitant costs that often
correspond with discovery.

Attorneys themselves have an ambivalent relationship with electronic discovery.
Many will claim they do not get involved
with electronic discovery.1 Others suggest
their matters do not involve electronic
documents. (While theoretically possible,
any case where parties use computers,
email, or mobile devices likely involves
some electronic documents.) For those
who do roll-up their sleeves to engage in
good faith discovery, they are likely all too
familiar with the typical tension between
clients who protest an attorney’s attempt
at complying with discovery obligations
and opposing counsel who will scrutinize
every decision along the way. Waiting in
the background, should that tension result in dispute, is a busy court. The court
understandably may not have the time nor
inclination to delve into the minutia that
is typical in electronic discovery disputes.
Finally, to compound matters, there
are parties and attorneys who seek to
impermissibly exact leverage from discovery. Unfortunately, some engage in the
self-selection of helpful discovery and the
intentional disregard of damaging, but
relevant discovery. Others serve abusive
16
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For those doubting the utility of showing
your cards to the other side, engaging in such
a transparent and cooperative exercise has
numerous benefits.
discovery requests and initiate motion
practice when there is a substantial disparity in resources and capabilities.
For those wary of wading into electronic discovery waters, the foregoing is
incentive enough to stand ashore.
The most common reaction to these
issues is for attorneys to unilaterally conduct discovery as they or their clients see
fit. Disputes raised by one side are often
met with return fire in the form of competing deficiency letters or discovery motions. But, most hope that their efforts in
the discovery process never come to light.
Fortunately, there is a low-tech solution to these “high-tech” electronic
discovery concerns — discovery plans.
Stated simply, they represent an agreement among parties as to how discovery
will be conducted and they can be entered
by the court as an order. In that vein, they
are no different than routine confidentiality or scheduling stipulations that govern
the conduct of litigating parties. Such
discovery plans have been in use in our
Superior Court for a number of years. In
the Court of Chancery, discovery plans
have become more prevalent in recent
years. For example, in 2016, the parties in
Partner Investments, L.P. v. Theranos, Inc.
entered into a discovery plan modeled off

of samples from courts across the country
and our Superior Court.
Since then, Vice Chancellor J. Travis
Laster has encouraged parties to use a
similar form of order that, in my estimation, is the gold standard for discovery
plans. Spanning nearly thirty pages, it is
hard to contemplate an issue that counsel
should not consider in discovery — e.g.,
the amount of written discovery to be
served, litigation hold notices, the scope
and sources of discovery, the identification of custodians, search protocol, form
of production, privilege logs, motion
practice, etc.
What makes this discovery plan or
any similar plan so appealing is that they
are customizable. For massive cases, the
Vice Chancellor’s discovery plan allows
the parties to identify in detail precisely
how discovery will be conducted. But it
also affords parties an opportunity to
reach agreements on what will not be
subject to discovery. For example, parties
can elect that data from mobile devices
or personal computers will not be subject
to discovery.
For those doubting the utility of showing your cards to the other side, engaging
in such a transparent and cooperative
exercise has numerous benefits.

First, parties can take control of discovery, including discovery-related costs.
Instead of letting discovery run amok, the
limitations and guidelines in a discovery
plan can control costs and make discovery
proportional to the issues at stake. Without discovery plans, often such limits are
achieved through court orders resulting
from motion practice. Discovery plans
give the parties the power to set such
limits before costly disputes arise.
Second, such plans provide security.
If there are disputes about what should
have occurred in discovery, the parties can
look to their court-ordered discovery plan
to determine if discovery was conducted
as agreed.
Finally, discovery plans help focus
litigation. By engaging in a thorough selfanalysis of one’s case and then a meaningful meet and confer with the other side,
parties should begin to identify the key
issues in their case, the key witnesses,
and the costs that it will take to litigate
the case.
For sample discovery plans, please feel
free to email me.

William A. Santora, CPA

Robert S. Smith, CPA

Stephen M. Conyers, CPA

Keith A. Delaney, CPA, MBA, CMA, CVA

Notes:
1. Because “electronic” is essentially a superfluous adjective given the abundance of electronic documents
in today’s practice, litigators cannot truly avoid electronic discovery. Trying to ignore it stands in direct
contrast to the competency requirement of Rule 1.1
of the Delaware Rules of Professional Conduct. See
cmt. 8 (“To maintain the requisite knowledge and
skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of changes in
the law and its practice, including the benefits and
risks associated with relevant technology, engage in
continuing study and education and comply with all
continuing legal education requirements to which the
lawyer is subject.”).

Ryan P. Newell is a partner at Connolly
Gallagher LLP, where he focuses on corporate and intellectual property litigation. He is the chair of the Commission on
Law & Technology’s E-Discovery Working
Group. He can be reached at rnewell@
connollygallagher.com.

Visit www.santoracpagroup.com/consul�ng for more
informa�on or call our oﬃce at 302.737.6200

Business Office Solutions, from real people who care !

BUILD YOUR L AW PRACTICE HERE

Sole practitioners and boutique firms have found an ideal environment at
12th and Orange for over 35 years.
Expertly staffed.

Recently refreshed.

Always professional.

Service-enhanced and traditional office arrangements.

302 . 884 . 6746
1201 N ORTH O RANGE S TREET

stat.international

. SUITE 700 . WILMINGTON, DE 19801
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ETHICALLY SPEAKING | BY CHARLES SLANINA, ESQUIRE

The Continuing Tale of the Tape

I

n this, the 25th year of “Ethically Speaking,” we return to our roots. The March
1994 column offered was “The Tale of the
Tape.” An abridged version of that column
is reprinted below. In this, the era when Michael
Cohen, President Trump’s former attorney, taped
and disclosed conversations between himself and
his client, the subject seems ripe for a revisit.

Is it ethical? Or is it Memorex? The secret recording of
conversations by attorneys has been both hailed and assailed.
On the one hand, it can be argued that it facilitates better
representation of a client’s interests. It ensures accuracy. It
locks witnesses into statements, and it can reveal and prove
the existence of crimes. On the other hand, it may violate state
or federal law and attorney discipline rules. It can also result
in public opprobrium for a profession that is still trying to
live down the Watergate scandal.

Del. C. Section 1336, is essentially equivalent to the Federal
Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets
Act of 1968. U.S. v. Swan, D. Del., 545 F. Supp. 799 (1982).
Although Delaware’s statute on its face bars participant
recording of private conversations without consent, caselaw
appears to permit intercepts by a single participant, at least
in phone conversations. U.S. v. Vespe, D. Del., 389 F. Supp.
1359, 1372, aff ’ d 3d Cir., 520 F.2d 1369 (1975), cert. den’ d,
423 U.S. 1051 (1976). So, without intending to deal with
every situation or means, single party intercepts in Delaware
do not appear to violate criminal law. This probably allows
any party to conversation, yourself included, to legally record
the conversation by noninvasive means.
The issues of professional propriety are much more unsettled. Splits in authority as to whether surreptitious taping
constitutes misconduct exists in both ethics advisory opinions
and in disciplinary caselaw.

The Delaware State Bar Association Professional Ethics
Opinion Committee has not offered a position on this topic.
Special care should be given in using the list of “can’t tape”
jurisdictions as many of them may have criminal statutes barBefore you “wear a wire,” “plant a bug,” “tap a phone,” ring such intercepts. To the extent it is persuasive in past or
or otherwise turn your office into a recording studio, com- future cases, the American Bar Association has a long history
of advisory opinions opposed to attorney
plex issues must be addressed. The most
taping. In a 1961 informal opinion, the
important, and perhaps the simplest, is
The Committee was
ABA found that an attorney’s visible use of
penal. Is it legal? Aside from the risk to libunanimous
in
its
a tape recorder to record a court proceeding
erty, Rule 8.4(b) of the Delaware Lawyers’
violated the attorney’s duty of candor to
Rules of Professional Conduct (DLRPC)
recommendation
both the Court and opposing counsel under
states that it is professional misconduct
that, when it comes
the old Canon 22 of the ABA Canons of
for a lawyer to “commit a criminal act that
to an attorney
Professional Ethics. ABA Informal Opinion
reflects adversely on the lawyer’s honesty,
recording a client,
trustworthiness, or fitness as a lawyer in
C-480 (1961). (See, DLRPC Rule 3.3 and
it is almost always
other respects.” Therefore, in addition to
DR-7-101, DR 7-102 and DR 7-106 of the
advisable for a
criminal penalties, or even in the absence of
successor ABA Model Rules).
law
yer
to
inform
criminal prosecution, disciplinary sanctions
The ABA later expanded the scope of
a client that a
could be predicated upon any underlying
the duty of candor by finding that attorneys
conversation is
criminal acts.
have the same duty to clients by issuing an
being, or may be,
A careful reading of both the Title 11
opinion that is unethical for an attorney to
recorded before
Privacy and Wiretapping statutes is in
secretly record conversations with a client.
order. Delaware’s wiretapping statute, 11
ABA Informal Opinion 1008 (1967). The
doing so.
18
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ing a previous action on the same facts in the federal courts
in New York. In his defense, the Texas attorney pointed out
that such taping is expressly permitted by an ethics opinion
of the Texas Bar Association. However, the New York State
Bar Association, where the conduct occurred, denounced
the practice in their own ethics opinion. In addition, Texas
reversed its earlier position in 1978 to rule that such conduct
was unethical.

© istockphoto.com/ :stevanovicigor

Chancery Court declined to revoke the admission of the
Texas counsel. In doing so, the court was guided by Hahn
v. Boeing, Wash. Supr., 621 P.2d 1263 (1980). That decision
holds that a trial court lacks the authority to conduct attorney disciplinary hearings and should only sanction unethical
conduct committed before it by disqualifying the offending
attorney. Boeing goes on to suggest that a pro hac vice admission should only be revoked where the acts of the attorney are
contemptuous or where they adversely affect the conduct of
the trial. Nevertheless, Chancellor Brown excluded certain
evidence tainted by the recording “so as to dispel any thought
that the Court by denying the motion, is putting its seal of
approval upon the type of activity engaged in by [defendant’s
counsel].”

prohibition was extended again to include all parties to the
conversation by Formal Opinion 337. The ABA Committee
on Ethics and Professional Responsibility (the Committee)
did so by expanding the duty of candor and by also relying
on the Canon 9 requirement that attorneys avoid “even the
appearance of professional impropriety.” (Contra, the DLRPC
which do not contain this language). However, the Committee
also cited DR 1-102 (A)(4) which states that it is professional
misconduct for a lawyer to “engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation.” This standard is
also found in DLRPC 8.4(c).
Various courts have rules that recording private conversations without the consent or prior knowledge of all parties
violates the codes of professional conduct. Typically, they
rely on a finding that secret taping involves dishonesty, fraud,
deceit or misrepresentation as a basis for imposing misconduct
sanctions.
Delaware has addressed the issue of attorney taping tangentially in Kaplan v. Wyatt, Del. Ch., No. 6361 (Jan. 18,
1984). Plaintiffs in a shareholders derivative suit sought to
revoke the pro hac vice admission of the Texas counsel for the
defendant. Their basis was the attorney’s secret recording of
a conversation with New York counsel for the plaintiffs dur-

The issue was again addressed recently in a Board of Bar
Examiners appeal. An unsuccessful bar applicant (who was
also a member of the Pennsylvania Bar) sought to support her
appeal by excerpts from a transcript of a telephone conversation
she initiated with a Board member. The conversation was surreptitiously recorded without the Board member’s knowledge
or consent. The Court found the taping, while technically
legal in Delaware, to be “professionally improper,” relying
on the Chancery Court decision in Kaplan and citing with
approval ABA Formal Opinion 337. In re: Petition of Ziegler to
the Delaware Bar, Del. Supr., Order No. 438, 1993 (January
3, 1994). The Court also cited the principles of candor and
fairness as among the hallmarks of the character requirements
for admission to the Bar in remanding the applicant to the
Board for a “thorough” character and fitness re-evaluation.
There may not yet be a definitive answer in Delaware to
our original question. But, as Nixon found out, attorney taping definitely carries risks.

Much has changed since 1994. The ABA withdrew Formal
Opinion 337 (1994), replacing it with Formal Opinion 01-422
(2001). That replacement Opinion concluded that whether
the recording of conversations without the consent of all parties to the conversations is ethical often depends on the state
wiretapping laws that apply. Opinion 01-422 cautions that “a
lawyer contemplating nonconsensual recording of a conversation should, therefore, take care to ensure that he is informed
of the relevant law of the jurisdiction in which the recording
occurs.” Even where such recording is permitted by state law,
Ethically Speaking (continued on page 20)
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the Committee was divided on whether
such recordings violate the Model Rules.
The Committee was unanimous in its
recommendation that, when it comes
to an attorney recording a client, it is
almost always advisable for a lawyer to
inform a client that a conversation is
being, or may be, recorded before doing
so. However, the Committee did not go
so far as to say that all secret recordings
of clients are unethical. Instead, the
opinion suggests that it is not unethical for lawyers to secretly record clients
in two situations: (1) when the lawyer
has no reason to believe that the client
might object, and (2) “when exceptional
circumstances” exist. The Committee
noted that “exceptional circumstances”
might arise if the client, by his own
acts has forfeited the right of loyalty
or confidentiality. The Opinion cites
the example where the client plans or
threatens to commit a criminal act that
the lawyer believes is likely to result in
imminent death or substantial bodily

harm, or where there is no ethical obligation on the part of the lawyer to keep the
communication confidential because it
is necessary to establish a defense by the
lawyer to charges based upon conduct in
which the client is involved.
But, my recommendation stays the
same 25 years later. Attorney taping still
carries risks.
“Ethically Speaking” is intended to stimulate
awareness of ethical issues. It is not intended as legal
advice nor does it necessarily represent the opinion
of the Delaware State Bar Association.
“Ethically Speaking” is available online.
Columns from the past five years are available on
www.dsba.org.
Charles Slanina is a par tner in the
firm of Finger & Slanina, LLC. His practice areas include disciplinary defense
and consultations on professional responsibility issues. Additional information about the author is available at
www.delawgroup.com.

Make a motion for help.
Asking for help can be difficult.
Knowing help is available
makes it a little easier.

Don’t suffer silently. We do together
what need not be done alone.

Free, confidential services for Judges and Lawyers start with DE-LAP.
Call confidential private line: (302) 777-0124 or e-mail: cwaldhauser@de-lap.org.
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DE-LAP ZONE | CAROL P. WALDHAUSER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The Lone Wolf Versus the Pack

N

When the
snows
fall and
the white
winds
blow, the
lone wolf
dies but

Today, this issue is even more prevalent and has become a problem of
epidemic proportions. Ironically, and
although so many of us are connected
through social media, email, instant
messenger, and twitter — we are more
isolated than ever. In fact, loneliness
is affecting millions of people from all
walks of life, including but not limited
to lawyers. Furthermore, loneliness is
affecting all age groups. As evidence
shows, the loneliness crisis is a public
health issue that we need to face and
fight within ourselves and our culture.1

the pack Loneliness and Isolation

According to a 2018 survey from

survives. the Economist and the Kaiser Family
George R. R. Martin
Game of Thrones

Foundation (KFF), more than two in ten
adults in the United States (22 percent)
and the United Kingdom (23 percent)
say they always or often feel lonely,
lack companionship, or feel left out or
isolated.2 Moreover, statistics like these
have been ubiquitous in the press, with
even more evidence that loneliness is now
accompanied by an equally alarming
warning that it is stunting our lives and
outright killing us.
Shasta Nelson, the author of Frientimacy: How to Deepen Friendships for
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early 20 years have passed
since Robert Putnam’s bestselling book Bowling Alone:
The Collapse and Revival of
American Community sounded an alarm
about societal changes driving new levels
of isolation and alienation. That book,
in many ways, reflects the theme of this
column and the dangers of the lone wolf
versus the pack in the quote to the left.

Lifelong Health and Happiness, says loneliness is the number
one public health issue. Research evidence supports that our
relationships have more impact on our health than any other
factor.3 In fact, Sage Journals examined loneliness and social
isolation as risk factors and concluded that “loneliness has
the same impact on mortality as smoking 15 cigarettes a day,
making it even more dangerous than obesity.” 4
In 2018, Cigna surveyed more than 20,000 American
adults and it revealed a similar crisis. The study measured
loneliness by a score of 43 or higher on the UCLA Loneliness
Scale, a 20 items questionnaire developed to assess subjective
feelings of loneliness, as well as social isolation. The UCLA
Loneliness Scale is frequently referenced and acknowledged
as an academic tool to gage loneliness: The findings showed:
▪▪ Nearly half reported sometimes or always feeling alone
(46 percent) or left out (47 percent).
▪▪ One in four reported (27 percent) rarely or never feeling as though there are people who really understand
them.
▪▪ Only approximately half of Americans (53 percent)
have meaningful in-person social interactions, such as
having an extended conversation with a friend or spending quality time with family, on a daily basis.
▪▪ Two in five reported sometimes or always feeling that
their relationships are not meaningful (43 percent) and

that they are isolated from others
(43 percent).
▪▪ One in five reported they rarely
or never feel close to people (20
percent) or feel like there are people they can talk to (18 percent).
▪▪ Generation Z (adults ages 18-22)
and Millennials (adults ages 23-37)
are lonelier and claim to be in worse
health than older generations.
▪▪ There were no major differences
between men and women, and no
major differences between race
when it came to average loneliness
scores.
▪▪ Americans who live with others are less likely to be lonely (43.5
percent) compared to those who live
alone (46.4 percent). However, this
does not apply to single parents/
guardians (48.2 percent) — even
though they live with children, they
are most lonely. 5
For example, the average household
size in the U.S. has declined in the past
decade leading to a 10 percent increase
in people living alone. According to the
U.S. Census Bureau, over a quarter of
the U.S. population — and 28 percent of
older adults — now live by themselves.6
Sadly, similar statistical data supports
these findings from England, Japan, and
across the European Union.
These studies have not examined the
rate of loneliness specific to lawyers and
judges. However, several studies and
wellness reports on the legal profession
have consistently shown that attorneys are at a higher risk of depression,
anxiety, suicide, and substance use. It
is important that the astute attorney
and/or judge, no matter what gender
or age, be aware of this epidemic while
adding a few simple tools in their tool
box to combat loneliness and isolation
as much as possible in their life both
professionally and personally.
Keep it Simple

Learning Mode vs. Protective
Mode

Arguably, the most important wellness skill is the ability to recognize when

HOW TO WIDEN YOUR SOCIAL CIRCLE
oo Be Friendly: Show people around you that you are friendly.

oo Talk to People: Spend five minutes engaged in small talk with a neighbor.

oo Join In/Lean In: Enroll in a course or join an evening course or club. Take
the plunge — it will get easier with time.
oo Make Contact: Call or write to an old friend or somebody you like but
with whom you have lost contact.
oo Send Cards: It is a lost art.

oo Join a professional organization: The DSBA offers many opportunities
to network and engage.
oo Join community programs: Giving back always feels good.

oo Visit a furry friend: If you do not have any pets, volunteer to assist at a
shelter or walk a neighbor’s pet.

our attitudinal focus is unhealthy and
then to consciously shift it to one that
is more life-enhancing. Moreover, it
is a good idea to form a practice during ordinary times that will help us to
survive, and perhaps even thrive during
extraordinary times. When we engage
a new way of thinking or acting, we are
literally forming new neural maps in
our brains that, with practice, become
well-traveled internal byways when we
need them most.7
Therefore, let’s shift our attitude to
learning mode rather than protective
mode and learn, plan, and implement the
use of new tools. If you are feeling lonely or
isolated here are some quick suggestions:
▪▪ Call a friend instead of emailing
or sending a text message.
▪▪ Consider sharing office space.
▪▪ Join a group for more social
interaction.
▪▪ Invite a colleague out for a walk
or for a quick lunch.
▪▪ Speak to a therapist if you are
stuck and get unstuck.
▪▪ Call DE-LAP for Wellness Inventory Coaching and transitional
support.
Reaching out to someone and developing a nurturing relationship requires

intentionality. Carve out time and foster
genuine human connection. It takes
effort, but it is worth it.
The Fear of Rejection
The first hurdle is to overcome your
fear of rejection. Accept that rejection
is part of everyday life and seek it out.
If you think people might find you
boring, learn to replace these negative
self-statements with positive statements.
Most other people worry about being
boring. You do have interesting things
to say besides legal talk. Find your own
statements that defeat this negative
self-talk. Worry less about what people
will think of you and think more about
being yourself.
Develop your hobbies and interests
and plan for leisure time. This simple
exercise will help you decide how you
want to spend your free time:
▪▪ List 20 activities that you have
enjoyed over the past 10 years (i.e.
going to the beach, having friends
over for dinner, or having a game
night).
▪▪ List 10 activities that you do
not do but that you would like to
pursue.
DE-LAP ZONE (continued on page 24)
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DE-LAP Zone

THIS MONTH AT DE-LAP
oo The new DE-LAP Podcast, Attorney Buoyancy,
is now available:
Connect, learn, and grow by listening at podcast.de-lap.org
oo A New Type of Happy Hour at the Bar on Thursdays
Resiliency Training and Wellness Inventory at the DSBA
oo Behind the Cool Image: Lawyering in the 21st Century

October 1, 2019: An Attorney’s Wellness Blueprint: A New
Vision of Wellness with speakers Carol Waldhauser and Alice
O’Brien, LPCMH

November 5, 2019: Lawyering as a Spiritual Path with speakers
Alice O’Brien, LPCMH & R.J. Scaggs, Esquire

GUESS WHO’S COMIN’ TO TOWN!
DELAWARE STATE BAR ASSOCIATION’S

Breakfast with Santa
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14,2019 • 9 AM - 11 AM
DSBA, 405 N. KING STREET, SUITE 100, WILMINGTON, DE
DETAILS TO FOLLOW
24
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Make yourself a promise to do one
activity from each list. What if you try
and do not succeed? You try again! And,
after that, you keep trying as many times
as it takes to succeed. Conquer your
resistance to change.8
For more information on this or other
stress management tools and/or wellness
information, call DE-LAP at (302) 7770124 or e-mail cwaldhauser@de-lap.org.
Remember, you need not be a lone
wolf; rather join the pack.
Notes:
1. Randall, Lekeishia R. “The Loneliness Crisis.”
Georgia Bar Journal, August 2019.
2. Nelson, Shasta. Frientimacy - How to Deepen
Friendships for Lifelong Health and Happiness.
Seal Press, 2016.
3. Holt-Lunstad, Julianne, Timothy B. Smith, Mark
Baker, Tyler Harris, and David Stephenson. “Loneliness and Social Isolation as Risk Factors for
Mortality: A Meta-Analytic Review - Julianne HoltLunstad, Timothy B. Smith, Mark Baker, Tyler Harris, David Stephenson, 2015.” SAGE Journals.
Accessed September 25, 2019. https://journals.
sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1745691614568352
?journalCode=ppsa.
4. “New Cigna Study Reveals Loneliness at Epidemic Levels in America.” Cigna, a Global Health
Insurance and Health Service Company. Accessed
September 25, 2019. https://www.cigna.com/
newsroom/news-releases/2018/new-cigna-studyreveals-loneliness-at-epidemic-levels-in-america.
5. Russell, Dan, Letitia A. Peplau, and Carolyn E. Cutrona. “The Revised UCLA Loneliness Scale: Concurrent and Discriminant Validity Evidence.” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 39, no.
3 (1980): 472–80. https://doi.org/10.1037//00223514.39.3.472.
6. “The ‘Loneliness Epidemic.’” Health Resources &
Services Administration, January 10, 2019. https://
www.hrsa.gov/enews/past-issues/2019/january-17/
loneliness-epidemic.
7. Conlon, Stacy. “A Description of Learning Mode
vs. Protecting Mode.” The Zen Girl. The Zen
Girl, July 22, 2011. http://www.stacyconlon.com/
blog/2016/9/15/a-description-of-learning-mode-vsprotecting-mode.
8. Powell, Trevor J. Free Yourself from Harmful
Stress. New York: DK Pub., 1997.

Carol P. Waldhauser is the Executive
Director of the Delaware Lawyers Assistance Program and can be reached at
cwaldhauser@de-lap.org.

INNOVATION
COMES
STANDARD

Fastcase is one of the planet’s most
innovative legal research services,
and it’s available free to members of
the Delaware State Bar Association.
LEARN MORE AT

www.dsba.org/fastcase
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BOOK REVIEW | REVIEW BY RICHARD A. FORSTEN, ESQUIRE

Smooth Reading

E

very industry and every trade has played some role in the shaping of our
modern law. Bourbon is no exception. According to lawyer and author (and
bourbon aficionado) Brian F. Haara, bourbon led to much of our country’s
foundational commercial law; and, in Bourbon Justice, How Whiskey Law
Shaped America, he tells us that story.

To begin, what is bourbon? All bourbon is whiskey, but not all whiskey is
bourbon. In order to be considered “bourbon,” the product must meet six requirements. It must be: (i) made in the United States, (ii) fermented from a mash of
not less than 51 percent corn; (iii) distilled to not more than 80 percent alcohol
by volume (160 proof); (iv) stored at no more than 62.5 percent alcohol by volume
(125 proof); (v) stored in charred new oak containers; and (vi) bottled at no less
than 40 percent alcohol by volume (80 proof). These requirements are set forth
in the Code of Federal Regulations, and international agreements recognize that
bourbon must be produced in the United States in order to be considered bourbon
(similarly, only sparkling wine produced in the Champagne region of France using
the méthod champenoise may be called “champagne”).

Bourbon Justice:
How Whiskey Law
Shaped America
By Brian F. Haara
Potomac Books, 2018

If bourbon must be produced in the United States in order to be called bourbon,
then there is a simple reason for that — the United States is the birthplace of bourbon. And, according to Haara, bourbon history often tells the story of American
history and, in many respects, quite interesting legal history.
Take, for example, trademarks and brand names. There are lots of cases involving bourbon, which did much to develop the law in that area. Puffery or false
advertising? There are many cases where disputes over claims about bourbon (and
claims about products claiming to be bourbon) helped establish important legal
principles. Consumer protection may not be an area of law that comes to mind when
thinking of bourbon, but some of the country’s earliest consumer protection laws
were designed to give bourbon purchasers confidence that the bourbon they were
purchasing was actually bourbon. Workplace safety and environmental protection
are two other areas where bourbon might not be thought to play a role, but it did.
Conditions in many distilleries were often quite dangerous, the accidents horrific,
and the cases arising from unsafe working conditions legion — all helping lead the
drive for workplace safety reform. The “slop” from the distilling process, which is
the byproduct left over after the fermented mash has been distilled, has value as a
livestock feed, but so much bourbon was being produced in Kentucky at the turn
of the last century that the supply far outstripped demand, and the slop was being
released into waterways and sewers, polluting rivers, killing fish, and creating a
horrible stench. Again, the law responded.
No story about alcohol would be complete without a discussion of Prohibition, and
the story of bourbon is no exception. Warrantless searches. Biased judges. Long-time,
storied distillers driven out of business. Prohibition had many obvious (and some
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not so obvious) effects on the bourbon
business. Many liquor laws still on the
books and, indeed, the general three-tier
approach to liquor sales in most states
(that is producers, who can only sell to
wholesalers, who can only sell to retail-

hundreds of bottles of special editions
of Pappy Van Winkle bourbon from the
distiller (each worth hundreds of dollars)
and is quite the story in its own right. In
January 2015, a rare bottle of Pappy Van
Winkle was sold through Craigslist in

No story about alcohol would be complete
without a discussion of Prohibition, and the
story of bourbon is no exception.
ers, who can only sell to the public) are
remnants from the repeal of Prohibition.
Even today, the bourbon industry
is still affecting American law. Just as
brew-pubs and craft beers have become
the rage of beer drinkers, so too limited
edition and premium bourbons have
grown in popularity among bourbon
drinkers leading to a brisk secondary
market. Special bourbon editions sold
in Kentucky at distiller gift shops can
sell for hundreds more in New York
City. “Pappygate” is the name given by
Kentucky newspapers to the theft of

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and state police
seized the bottle (apparently it was one
of 200 bottles stolen from the distiller in
2013). In June 2017, the secondary market was rocked when it was discovered a
leading seller on the secondary market
was refilling empty commemorative
bottles with regular whiskey. In many
ways, the secondary market for high-end
bourbon resembles the original bourbon
market of the 1800s, where false claims,
passing off cheaper liquors dyed to look
like bourbon, and other sharp practices
were common.

Every industry has its impact on
American law. Today it is the Internet
and the digital world. Yesterday it was
broadcast television. Before that the
automobile industry. But liquor, and in
particular that most American of liquors,
bourbon, was one of the first mass industries in the United States, and it laid the
groundwork for future laws in a number
of areas. Haara provides an interesting
overview of American legal history
through cases involving bourbon in one
way or another that ultimately reminds
us that there is a good story that can be
told about just about anything.
Richard “Shark” Forsten is a Partner
with Saul Ewing LLP, where he practices in
the areas of commercial real estate, land
use, business transactions, and related
litigation. He can be reached at Richard.
Forsten@saul.com.

NEED A CONFERENCE ROOM OR
SPECIAL E VENT SPACE?
THE DELAWARE STATE BAR ASSOCIATION HAS MULTIPLE MEETING ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR RENT

For more information call (302) 658-5279
➤ Perfect for depositions, arbitrations, and committee
formation meetings
➤ Across from the Leonard L. Williams Justice Center
➤ Over 2000 sq. ft. of meeting space
➤ Meeting room divisible into three private sections
➤ Free Wi-Fi
➤ Access to a catering kitchen
➤ Competitive rental fees
➤ Handicap accessible
➤ Access to state-of-the-art technology
➤ Green-conscious facility with recycling receptacles
➤ On-site parking

DELAWARE STATE BAR ASSOCIATION | 405 N. KING STREET, SUITE 100, WILMINGTON, DE
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ACCESS TO JUSTICE SPOTLIGHT

Celebrating Access to Justice
BY CAROLEENA GOLDMAN

C

As the creation of the National Celebration of Pro Bono was
being discussed, the idea of having a designated and recognized
time frame to focus pro bono work on across the country was
important as it allowed local organizations, projects and communities to come together. Throughout the country, thousands
of events take place during the designated week with the goal of
increasing free services as economic conditions have worsened.
The national, statewide, and local response created a positive
and determined force that has only grown in the past ten years.
Through this wave, the response has been direct client services,
volunteer training, recruitment events, and new projects which
all have gained attention from within the legal community, but
also the public who has seen the growing media attention. The
2009 week was capped by a letter from President Barack Obama
writing, “Pro bono lawyers work tirelessly to break down barriers to opportunity and justice, volunteering countless hours
to provide critical legal services to our most valuable citizens.”
This year our annual breakfast awards ceremony will
take place on October 24, 2019, at the Chase Center on
the Riverfront in Wilmington. The Christopher W. White
Distinguished Access to Justice Awards were named to commemorate and honor the late Chris White who was taken too
soon. Chris was a long-time attorney with Community Legal
Aid Society of Delaware and a member of the Delaware State
Bar Association who selflessly worked to advocate on behalf
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elebrating pro bono work has always been honored
by the Delaware State Bar Association and in 2007
we began the formal recognition with the creation
of the Christopher W. White Distinguished Access
to Justice Awards Breakfast. Since then, we have been able to
celebrate the hard work of our Delaware attorneys, paralegals,
and staff members by recognizing their work at our Annual
Awards Breakfast during National Pro Bono Celebration week.
This nationally recognized week began in 2009, which recognizes the professional responsibility and individual ethical
commitment that each lawyer possesses to do their part in
pro bono work. As the past ten years of celebration has shown,
the need for services is especially important through tough
economic times and to spread access to justice to poor and
vulnerable populations.

of the impoverished, homeless, disabled, elderly and troubled
people of Delaware. As many already know, DVLS was created
in 1981 to provide quality, pro bono legal services to individuals without financial resources and provide them the same
representation in civil matters as other litigants.
Leading up to our Awards Breakfast, we honor National
Pro Bono Celebration week with a series of opportunities to
learn and volunteer. This year the designated time frame for
the national celebration will be October 21-26 with the stress
to participate and plan for events focused on domestic violence.
Our first event to kick off National Pro Bono Celebration
is our movie night on October 16, with the showing of the
film Gideon’s Trumpet which looks at the Supreme Court’s
historic 1963 decision in the Gideon v. Wainwright case. The
movie highlights the events that transpired before and after
the decision and then Gideon’s re-trial. Immediately following
the movie, DSBA presents a one-hour long CLE on Gideon
v. Wainwright, presented by Dean Rodney Smolla. A $10.00
donation from the fee for each registration for this CLE,

will go to the Combined Campaign for
Justice (CCJ). You can also learn more
about CCJ at the seminar, as Janine
N. Howard-O’Rangers, Esquire, talks
briefly about this inspiring organization.
On October 10 a Free Wills Training
by Delaware Volunteer Legal Services
will take place at the DSBA office in
preparation for our Wills for Seniors
event on Sunday, October 20. Wills for
Seniors offers estate-planning services
such as wills, advance health care directives and financial powers of attorney at
no cost for eligible local seniors. Delaware Volunteer Legal Services teams up
with DSBA to bring together volunteer
attorneys, paralegals, and staff for this
event held at Elsmere Fire Hall. Free
PFA Training by DVLS will take place
on October 22 at the DSBA office. And,
do not forget the 2019 Christopher W.
White Distinguished Access to Justice
Awards Breakfast on Thursday, October
24 at the Chase Center beginning at
8:00 a.m.
This year’s Christopher W. White
Distinguished Access to Justice Award
recipients are listed in the sidebar to the
right. To the award recipients of this
year’s awards breakfast, we would like
to thank you and congratulate you for
your commitment to service. Just like
the previous years, we are grateful and
humbled but our Bar’s dedication to pro
bono as there were multiple nominees for
each award which highlights the professional and personal obligations that our
lawyers strive to fulfill. While DSBA
partakes in this national recognized
week we encourage you to participate in
pro bono service year-round. If you are
interested in upcoming pro bono events
in order to get involved, please check
out the side panel for more information.
When it comes to pro bono it takes a community, if you have ideas or suggestions,
please reach out to our Access to Justice
Coordinator: Caroleena Goldman at
cgoldman@dsba.org.

Congratulations to the Christopher
W. White Distinguished Access to
Justice Awards 2019 Awardees
The Achievement Award
JANE C. TRUEPER, ESQUIRE

RICHARDS, LAYTON & FINGER, P. A.

This award is presented to a member of the Bar who has shown an exemplary recent
contribution to pro bono services (generally in the last one to three years) and
stands as a role model to other attorneys. The criteria includes, but is not limited
to: The number of pro bono hours recently devoted to the legal representation
of indigent clients over the lawyer’s career; the number of cases accepted for pro
bono representation; consistency, flexibility, and accessibility in accepting pro
bono cases; and the lawyer’s commitment and service on committees dedicated
to promoting and supporting the provision of legal services to those in need.

The Commitment Award

MARK L. DESGROSSEILLIERS, ESQUIRE
CHIPMAN BROWN CICERO & COLE, LLP

This award is presented to a member of the Bar who has demonstrated sterling
commitment to pro bono work throughout his or her career by dedicating time and
energy to the support and provision of legal services. The criteria includes but is
not limited to: The number of pro bono hours devoted to the legal representation
of indigent clients over the lawyer’s career; the number of cases accepted for pro
bono representation over the lawyer’s career; and the lawyer’s commitment and
service on committees dedicated to promoting and supporting the provision of
legal services to those in need over the lawyer’s career.

The Leadership Award

RICHARDS, LAYTON & FINGER, P. A.
This award is presented to a legal organization (legal department or law office)
that has demonstrated outstanding leadership in the field of pro bono service
to Delaware’s indigent population based on, but not limited to the following
criteria: The number of pro bono hours the organization contributes to the direct
representation of indigent clients; the number of cases the organization accepts
for pro bono representation; flexibility and accessibility in accepting cases; The
organization’s commitment and service on committees dedicated to promoting
and supporting the provision of legal services to those in need; financial support to agencies providing legal services to Delaware’s indigent population; the
percentage of attorneys in the organization who accept pro bono cases; and
fostering a culture that recognizes the value of pro bono services.

The Service to Children Award
WALI RUSHDAN II, ESQUIRE
FOX ROTHSCHILD LLP

Awarded to an individual lawyer, legal professional, or organization principally
including lawyers, which demonstrates outstanding commitment to, and work
for, children in the provision of legal or community services. It may be given to
volunteers or those employed in the provision of legal services for children. This
award is given as warranted, not necessarily annually. The sculpture reflecting
this award was created by Charles Allmond, Esquire, and donated by the former
and current partners of the Wilmington office of Duane Morris LLP and is on
display in the offices of the Delaware State Bar Association. A plaque is given
to the recipient in recognition of this award.
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DELAWARE STATE BAR ASSOCIATION

2019 Christopher W. White Distinguished
Access to Justice Awards Breakfast
Thursday, October 24, 2019
Chase Center on the Riverfront, Wilmington, DE
Breakfast at 8:00 a.m.
$37 Per Person • Please RSVP by October 17, 2019

CELEBRATE

PRO BONO

AWARDS PRESENTATION
JANE C. TRUEPER, ESQUIRE
Richards, Layton & Finger, P. A.

Achievement Award
MARK L. DESGROSSEILLIERS, ESQUIRE
Chipman Brown Cicero & Cole, LLP

Commitment Award

RICHARDS, LAYTON & FINGER, P.A.
Leadership Award
WALI RUSHDAN II, ESQUIRE
Fox Rothschild LLP

Service to Children Award

UNITED WAY OF DELAWARE CHRISTOPHER J. BATTAGLIA MEMORIAL AWARDS
Small Firm

Large Firm

Emerald Award: Most Tocqueville Society members

ROSS ARONSTAM & MORITZ LLP

POTTER ANDERSON & CORROON , LLP

MORRIS, NICHOLS, ARSHT & TUNNELL

PROGRAM WILL ALSO INCLUDE:

MANY THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS:

Presentation of the DSBA Access to Justice Recognition to
William Patrick Brady, Esquire
President, Delaware State Bar Association
and
Presentation of Pro Bono Celebration Week Proclamation
to Delaware Volunteer Legal Services

2019 Distinguished Access to Justice Awards Breakfast • October 24, 2019
Please RSVP by October 17, 2019 • Please include names and DE ID numbers of all attendees with response.
If you’re a DSBA member, you may register online at www.dsba.org.
Name: ______________________________________________________________ DE Bar ID No.: __________________
E-mail (required): ___________________________________________________________________________________
Firm: _______________________________________________________________ Phone: ________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Check/Charge in the amount of $ _____________ enclosed. ($37 per person) Please make checks payable to DSBA.
p MasterCard p Visa p Amex p Discover Exp. date: _______ Card No.: ________________________ CVV: ______
Signature: ___________________________________________ (Required if card purchase) Billing Zip Code: ___________
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Please return completed RSVP to DSBA. Mail to 405 N. King Street, Suite 100, Wilmington, DE 19801
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PRO BONO OPPORTUNITIES

Pro Bono Legal Opportunities for Attorneys
Who Practice in Federal Court in Delaware
BY THE HONORABLE CHRISTOPHER J. BURKE
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE, UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

F

or members of the Delaware Bar
who practice regularly in the
United States District Court for
the District of Delaware, there
are a number of opportunities to provide
pro bono legal assistance to those in need.

Court Clerk’s Office administrator of
the Federal Civil Panel, Bob Cruikshank
((302) 573-6170). Those interested may
also look to the District Court’s website,
www.ded.uscourts.gov (“For Attorneys”
tab) for more information about the Panel.

The primary way that District Court
practitioners engage in pro bono service is
through their law firm or legal organization’s participation in the District Court’s
Federal Civil Panel (“the Panel”). If a
United States District Judge finds that an
indigent pro se party has brought claims
or defenses that warrant pro bono legal
assistance, the Court refers the matter to
the Panel. From there, the District Court
Clerk’s Office identifies one of the various
firms or organizations who are registered
with the Panel and asks that firm/organization if they will agree to the representation.
Once the representation is accepted, any
number of the firm/organization’s attorneys who are members of the District
Court’s Bar may enter an appearance in the
case and represent the pro se party. Often
matters are referred to the Panel at a stage
of the case where it appears likely that the
matter will proceed to summary judgment
or trial. Thus, Panel representations can
also be good ways for participating firms/
organizations to provide newer attorneys
with the opportunity to obtain stand-up
experience in court (with appropriate
senior attorney participation and supervision), while also performing a public
service. If your firm or organization is not
currently a participant in the Federal Civil
Panel and would like to join, or if you have
questions about the Panel, please contact
Federal Civil Panel Coordinators Michael
J. Farnan, Esquire (mfarnan@farnanlaw.
com), and Lauren E.M. Russell, Esquire
(LRussell@ycst.com), or the District

Additionally, federal practitioners may
also provide pro bono legal assistance to
men and women who are on federal supervised release in the District, through a
Legal Assistance Program organized by the
United States Probation Office for the District of Delaware. Over the last few years,

Delaware Bar members have assisted those
on supervised release, including men and
women in the District Court’s Re-entry
Court Program, with a wide variety of civil
legal issues that could become barriers to
successful re-entry. These issues typically
include reinstatement of driver’s licenses,
child support/custody disputes and landlord/tenant matters. For more information about how your firm or organization
can participate in the Legal Assistance
Program, please contact the United States
Probation Office at (302) 252-2950.

National Pro Bono Celebration
October 2019

10
OCT
THURSDAY

16
OCT
W E D N E S D AY

20
OCT
S U N D A Y

22
OCT

T U E S D A Y

24
OCT
THURSDAY

Free Wills Training by DVLS
For Wills for Seniors attorney volunteers

Delaware State Bar Association, 405 N. King St., Suite 100, Wilmington, DE

Movie Night: Gideon’s Trumpet and CLE
by Dean Rodney A. Smolla

Delaware State Bar Association, 405 N. King St., Suite 100, Wilmington, DE

The Delaware State Bar Association’s

Pro Bono Wills For Seniors
Elsmere Fire Hall, 1107 Kirkwood Highway, Elsmere, DE

Free PFA Training by DVLS

Delaware State Bar Association, 405 N. King St., Suite 100, Wilmington, DE

2019 Christopher W. White Distinguished
Access to Justice Awards Breakfast
Chase Center on the Riverfront, Wilmington, DE
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FROM THE DSBA SECTIONS

Joyce Koria Hayes, Esquire, to Receive
Award from the Elder Law Section

T

he Elder Law Section of the Delaware State Bar Association
congratulates Joyce Koria Hayes, Esquire (Retired), on receiving
the Distinguished Service Award from the Section in a ceremony on October 17, 2019. Ms. Hayes is a pioneer for women
attorneys and a role model for lifelong community service.

A native Delawarean and University of Delaware graduate, Ms. Hayes
attended Rutgers University School of Law where she was fortunate to
have (now) United States Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
as her professor for Conflict of Laws. Ms. Hayes began her legal career
in 1970 in New York City, then, returning to Delaware in 1972 following the birth of her son, she worked part-time for Morris Nichols Arsht
& Tunnell LLP.
Ms. Hayes was the only woman admitted to the practice of law in
Delaware in 1973, and the 20th woman admitted in the 50 years following the first women being admitted in 1923.
In 1974, Ms. Hayes began work for the Columbia Gas Service Corporation, practicing corporate and securities law for 22 years retiring
as Associate General Counsel. While working for Columbia Gas, Ms.
Hayes gave birth to her daughter in 1975.
In the 1990s, Ms. Hayes was instrumental in Wilmington Women
in Business. As president she founded a mentoring program for Girls
Inc., and with another former president, Mary Maloney, Ms. Hayes
helped found the Fresh Start Scholarship Foundation, which in 2019
awarded over $98,000 in scholarships for the upcoming school year to
37 Delaware women.
After retiring from corporate law, in 2009 Ms. Hayes returned to volunteer
activities in Delaware, including with the:
▪▪ Delaware Medicare Assistance Bureau (counselor);
▪▪ Delaware Volunteer Legal Services (assisting low-income individuals with
estate plans, Medicaid qualification, and guardianship proceedings);
▪▪ The Committee on the Law and the Elderly (now the Elder Law Section)
(secretary, vice chair, and chair);
▪▪ Legal Handbook for Older Delawareans (coordinator of input, webmaster,
and contributor of the Medicare discussion);
▪▪ Court of Chancery (volunteer mediator in guardianship proceedings
involving low-income individuals, and chair of volunteers that revised the
Handbook for Guardians at the request of the Court);
▪▪ Delaware Guardianship Commission (certified Guardian and regular attendee at meetings); and
32
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▪▪ Delaware Elder Mediation Services,
Inc., a 501(c)(3) charity she created (volunteer Executive Director and Secretary).
Ms. Hayes continues to serve in several
of these roles.
Ms. Hayes is also a board member of
the Newark Senior Center, member of the
Chesapeake Bay Ladies Golf Association,
part-time aquatic fitness instructor, and
singer in several choral groups.
Ms. Hayes puts her dedication, expertise, and energy into action. The Section
wholeheartedly thanks Ms. Hayes for all she
has done, and continues to do, for the elderly and the underprivileged in Delaware.
Ms. Hayes works to make a difference.

FROM THE DSBA SECTIONS

The Alternative Dispute
Section to present KimmelThynge Award
The Late Morton R. Kimmel and Chief Magistrate
Judge Mary Pat Thynge to Be Honored During
Upcoming CLE Program Addressing Mediation in
Delaware Federal and State Courts

O

n November 20, the Alternative Dispute Section of the DSBA will
present its newly-established “Kimmel-Thynge Award” in honor of the
contributions of the late Morton R. Kimmel and those of Chief Magistrate Judge Mary Pat Thynge to the development of alternative dispute
resolution in Delaware. The award will be presented to Mr. Kimmel’s son, Lawrance
Spiller Kimmel, Esquire, and to Chief Magistrate Judge Thynge.
Morton R. Kimmel is known as having
been a critically important proponent of the
adoption of arbitration in the Delaware Superior Court. Chief Magistrate Judge Thynge is
known for her expertise (and success) in mediating matters pending before the U.S. District
Court for the District of Delaware. She also
serves as a mediator in matters pending before
the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals.
The ADR Section anticipates annual presentation of the Kimmel-Thynge Award to
persons who embody enthusiasm for alternative dispute resolution as well as excellence in
practice either as a neutral or as an advocate in
ADR proceedings.

The ADR Section
anticipates annual
presentation of
the Kimmel-Thynge
Award to persons
who embody
enthusiasm for
alternative dispute
resolution as well
as excellence in
practice either as
a neutral or as an
advocate in ADR
proceedings.

If you want to
experience the
of helping
your peers,
DE-LAP wants
!

joy

you

Call (302) 777-0124 or
e-mail cwaldhauser@de-lap.org
to complete our Volunteer
Application and Agreement
or to learn more.

The 8:30 a.m. award presentation will be
followed by a CLE program co-sponsored by
the ADR Section, the Litigation Section, and
the Torts & Insurance Section. The program,
from 9:00 a.m. to 12:15 p.m., will focus on
mediation in Delaware federal courts and state courts. The program also will include
a segment on “de-escalating conflict” in the context of mediations. Moderators and
panelists will include members of the judiciary and practitioners.
For registration information in connection with the November 20 award presentation and CLE program, please see the DSBA website.
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HARISSA CRAB CAKES Serves 2

Don’t Be Blue…
It’s a Banner Year

C

Ingredients
•

1 pound container jumbo lump Maryland crab meat

•

Zest of one lemon

•
•
•
•

innamon, clove, ginger…these are the spices

•

enjoying a pumpkin spice latte as you peruse

•

1 egg, beaten

1/3 cup Panko bread crumbs

1/2 teaspoon Entube Harissa Paste
Sea salt

Fresh cracked pepper

of October. In fact, I expect some of you are

•

the Bar Journal.

Instructions

As we enjoy the comfort of these fall spices, let us not

neglect other spices in our cabinets — cayenne, cumin,

and paprika, for example. These are among the ingredi-

ents in one of my favorite condiments, harissa paste. While
harissa is fairly simple to prepare, I keep a tube of Entube

Harissa Paste at the ready in the refrigerator. This convenient squeeze tube by Jacobsen Salt Co. features cayenne

pepper and paprika as well as sumac and Szechuan pepper.
One of my preferred uses for Entube Harissa Paste is

crab cakes. Why do I bring up crab cakes now? It is October

and summer is behind us. However, we still have time to
savor more sweet Chesapeake Bay blue crabs. The season

Salted butter

Extra virgin olive oil

In a bowl, blend the crab meat, egg, lemon zest, and bread
crumbs with a large spoon. Mix in the harissa paste as well
as salt and pepper to taste. Using your hands, form the mixture into three cakes (the third is for sharing) and place on
a dish. Cover with plastic wrap and let sit in the refrigerator
for half an hour.
Melt two tablespoons of butter and two tablespoons of
olive oil in a large nonstick pan until sizzling. Gently transfer
the crab cakes to the pan. Sauté them for about three to
four minutes per side until golden brown. The best way to
keep the cakes together is to flip with two wooden spatulas.
Garnish with lemon wedges and sprigs of parsley or cilantro.

runs from April 1 to December 15, and this year is a strong
one for our neighbor state’s iconic crustacean. The May

SPICY FRIED POTATOES

demonstrated that the blue crab population increased 60

publication of the 2019 Blue Crab Winter Dredge Survey

Ingredients
•

4 medium sized yukon gold potatoes

•

Extra virgin olive oil

percent from last year. This equates to a population of about

594 million crabs, more than any year since 2012. Hooray
for the Chesapeake Bay Blue Crab!

As I am a purist when it comes to crab cakes, I avoid any

fillers. The crabmeat should shine. For a simple side, keep
the spices on the counter for spicy fried potatoes.

From cloves to cayenne, let your spices do the flavoring

•
•
•
•
•
•

Serves 2

Salted butter

1 tablespoon paprika

1 tablespoon turmeric

1 teaspoon cumin seeds
Sea salt

Fresh cracked pepper

this October.

Instructions

Notes:

Boil the potatoes until you can gently pierce with a fork.
Remove the potatoes from the water and place on a cutting
board until cool enough to handle. Then cut the potatoes
into 1/8 inch slices. Melt two tablespoons of butter and two
tablespoons olive oil in a large nonstick pan. Add the potato
slices. Sprinkle with the paprika, turmeric, and cumin seeks.
Add salt and pepper to taste. Brown on each side until crispy,
turning gently with a wooden spatula.

1. “Governor Hogan Announces Chesapeake Bay Blue Crab Survey Shows
Strong Growth.” Natural Resources News. Accessed September 25, 2019.
https://news.maryland.gov/dnr/2019/05/06/governor-hogan-announceschesapeake-bay-blue-crab-survey-shows-strong-growth/.

Susan E. Poppiti is a mathematics teacher at Wilmington Friends Upper School and provides cooking instruction through La Cucina di Poppiti, LLC.
Susan can be reached at spoppiti@hotmail.com.
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THE JUDICIAL PALATE | BY SUSAN E. POPPITI, ESQUIRE

Advisor to philanthropists.
Trusted partner and resource
to professional advisors.

“They are experts, which is why people throughout the state trust
them to take care of their funds. The foundation also is focused on
doing good for people in Delaware, just as I am.”
BARBARA KELLY, founder of the Kelly Family Scholarship,
pictured with scholarship recipient Lena Berry

TO LEARN MORE, PLEASE CONTACT: Joan Hoge-North · jhoge-north@delcf.org or 302.504.5224
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BULLETIN BOARD
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

THE DELAWARE STATE SENATE
MAJORIT Y CAUCUS is seeking a
Senate attorney for part-time work while
the Senate is in session. Candidates must
be admitted to the Delaware Bar, and
be skilled at oral argument and debate.
Candidates who served a clerkship with
a Delaware Court, have at least 5 years’
experience, and have experience in
drafting and interpreting legislation are
preferred. Candidates must have flexible
schedules and be able to deal with short
deadlines. Email resume and questions to:
fmurphy@msllaw.com.
FULL-TIME PARALEGAL (WILMINGTON): Gonser and Gonser, P.A.
seeks a paralegal to join its family law
practice. Responsibilities include assisting in all aspects of litigation, client
relations, preparation of legal pleadings,
and communication with counsel and
court personnel. Previous experience preferred, but not required. Email resume to
awgonser@gonserlaw.com.
LEW ES L AW FIR M SEEK ING
ATTORNEY to assist in the real
estate and estate planning areas
of the practice. Excellent working
atmosphere. Competitive salary
and benefits. Members of the Delaware bar with 1-2 years’ experience
preferred but will consider newly
admitted applicants. Send resume to
bbenson@bonniebenson.com.
M A N NING GROSS + M A SSENBURG LLP (MG+M) is recruiting a
junior to mid-level Associate for our
Wilmington, Delaware office. This Associate will be working primarily on
Delaware litigation. Delaware bar license
or pending admission is required. This
is an excellent opportunity for the right
candidate to join a nationally recognized
and growing defense firm. Candidates
should have strong work ethic, writing
ability, and organizational skills. MG+M
offers an excellent benefit package. Please
email resumes to wlarson@mgmlaw.com.
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WEBER GALLAGHER has an opening
for an attorney in the litigation group of
our New Castle, DE office. Successful
candidate will have four to six years of
general defense litigation experience.
Qualified candidate must possess exceptional analytical, research and written
communication skills. Must be admitted
to practice in Delaware. Weber Gallagher
offers a friendly office environment, excellent benefits package, including 401(k)
and medical. Please visit our website:
www.wglaw.com. Please submit a cover
letter, resume and short writing sample
for consideration to: jobs@wglaw.com.
Please make sure that the date of admission for each state you are licensed is
included with your application materials.
BUSI N E S S T R A NS AC T IONS
ASSOCIATE — W ILMINGTON:
Morris James is expanding its business
transactions practice and seeks an attorney with zero to three years of experience
in commercial business transactions. We
will consider a wide range of transactional
experience that could include negotiating
and documenting mergers, asset sales,
spin-offs, stock issuances, joint ventures,
and other transactions. Candidates
should have strong academic credentials
and be admitted to Delaware or registered
to sit for the July 2019 Delaware Bar
Exam. This position offers a competitive
starting salary, plus health benefits and
the possibility of bonus and raises based
on performance. Email resume and writing sample to Brett Fallon at bfallon@
morrisjames.com.

DELAWARE MANUFACTURED
HOME RELOCATION AUTHORITY: The Board of Directors of the
Delaware Manufactured Home Relocation Authority is seeking legal
counsel to provide legal representation to the Authority on an ongoing
basis and relating to the Authority’s
role in the administration of the
Delawa re Ma nufactured Home
Relocation Trust Fund. The successful candidate will have expertise in
administrative law. Some general
experience in litigation will also be
helpful. If interested, please submit a
cover letter and resume to the Authority’s Executive Director, Mr. Gregory
Sutton at demhra@gmail.com.
LITIG ATION A SSOCI ATE: The
Morris James LLP Corporate/Commercial Litigation Group seeks an
associate attorney to join its corporate
and commercial litigation practice. The
ideal candidate would have two to four
years of demonstrated experience and
aptitude for Delaware Court of Chancery corporate practice and be licensed
in the State of Delaware. However,
associates with different sophisticated
commercial litigation experience inside
or outside of Delaware with demonstrated superior analytical, research,
writing and litigation skills with an
interest in Court of Chancery practice
will also be considered. Email resume
and writing sample to Brett Fallon at
bfallon@morrisjames.com.

BULLETIN
INFORMATION
BULLETIN BOARD
BOARD ADVERTISING
ADVERTISING INFORMATION
Bulletin board rates are $50 for the first 25 words, $1 each additional
word. Additional features may be added to any Bulletin Board ad for
$10 per feature. The deadline to place a Bulletin Board ad is the 15th
of the month prior to the month of publication.
All Bulletin Board ads must be received electronically and prepayment
is required. Submit the text of the Bulletin Board ad and payment
to rbaird@dsba.org. For more information, contact Rebecca Baird at
(302) 658-5279.

I M M E DI AT E OPE N I N G for a
motivated attorney in a Wilmington
personal injury firm with exceptional
opportunities for income sharing. Fax
confidential resume to (302) 656-9344.
F R I E DL A N DE R & G OR R I S is
seeking a junior to mid-level litigation associate. Email resume and cover
letter to: A ngela Smyth, asmyth@
friedlandergorris.com.
CONNOLLY GALLAGHER LLP is
seeking an attorney to join our firm to
work primarily, but not exclusively, in
our corporate and commercial litigation
group. Not only has Connolly Gallagher
has been ranked as a Top Workplace in
Delaware for six consecutive years, but
its corporate and commercial litigation
group has been ranked among the best
in the state by Chambers USA who describes the group as “a growing presence
in the market with significant experience
in a range of corporate and commercial
disputes.” Desired Skills and Experience:
Litigation experience or judicial clerkship;
Ideally 3-7 years of experience; Licensed
to practice in Delaware Substantive writing experience (e.g., briefs, memoranda,
complaints/answers, discovery); Willingness and ability to play substantial role in
litigations; Entrepreneurial personality
looking to join a growing practice group.
Please send resumes to mpetrucci@
connollygallagher.com.
SMALL FIRM IN WILMINGTON,
DE seeks entry- to mid-level Delawarebarred associate. Practice is primarily
litigation before the Court of Chancery.
Competitive salary and benefits. Strong
academic credentials, strong writing
skills, corporate litigation experience,
and portable business are a plus. Collegial and supportive environment
to practice high-quality corporate
litigation. Inquiries from more senior
Delaware attorneys with litigation,
particularly corporate, experience and
portable — or willingness to develop
— business also welcome. Send cover
letter and resume to evanwilliford@
thewillifordfirm.com.

OFFICE SPACE

FURNISHED WINDOW OFFICE:
Wilmington’s Legal Arts Bldg; 8th Floor;
16’x9’; Desk, Telephone, Lateral File,
Credenza; Shared Conference Room
viewing Memorial Bridge, Wi-Fi, Fax;
$500; (302) 888-1275.
OFFICE FOR RENT in a beautiful
historic building. Shared services and
facilities include conference and large
reception area. Some furniture available.
Reasonable rent. Excellent opportunity to
open a new practice or continue a small
practice in a collegial atmosphere Call
Bayard Marin (302) 658-4200.
OFFICE(S) FOR R ENT: Law yers
Row, 1400 N. Market, 2nd floor, approximately 1500 square feet (3 offices
& 2 common areas) plus use of first floor
reception area, elevator, and third floor
conference room. Contact Gloria at (302)
500-4878.

Looking for
legal help?
A legal aid agency
may be able to help!
BANKRUPTCY

DISABILITY LAW

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

FAMILY LAW ISSUES

HOUSING

IMMIGRATION

ISSUES WITH AGING

PUBLIC BENEFITS

DELegalHelpLink.org

Support

for Postpartum Depression
If you or someone you know is
experiencing Postpartum Depression,
there is help and support for lawyers.
For more information, email reception@de-lap.org.

CONNECT WITH DSBA

facebook.com/DSBAorg

@DelStateBar

@DelStateBar

#DSBA #WeAreRaisingTheBar
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THE LAST WORD

to contribute to the
Combined Campaign
for Justice
BY DANIEL G. ATKINS, ESQUIRE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
COMMUNITY LEGAL AID SOCIETY, INC.

1

5

2

6

CCJ helps Delaware’s three nonprofit civil legal aid agencies —
CLASI, LSCD, DVLS — serve more
people. CCJ donations constitute 15
percent of the agencies’ budgets, allowing them to handle 750 more cases
a year.
More than 60 percent of our cases
help keep people housed, fed, or
free of domestic violence.

3

A study commissioned by the
Longwood Foundation found that
for every dollar invested in the CCJ
agencies, seven dollars in benefit is
coming back to Delaware communities. We can spend $1,000 to ensure
that a family facing eviction has legal
representation, or $20,000 in emergency shelters, health care, foster care,
and law enforcement for the homeless
family.

4

Federal government support of
Legal Services for poor people
has not increased over the last twenty
years, funds only one attorney for every 10,000 low-income Americans, and
currently faces threats of elimination.
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We are not coming close to meeting the demand that exists in our
communities — we are turning away
too many people who need our help.
Federal studies show that about 80
percent of the civil legal needs of poor
people are going unmet.

There is no right to counsel in
eviction, protection from abuse,
termination of food stamps, or bankruptcy cases. In eviction cases in
Delaware, 90 percent of landlords are
represented by counsel or Form 50
agents, whereas 2 percent of tenants
are represented by counsel (unlike
landlords, tenants have no right to
non- lawyer representation). In protection from abuse hearings, CLASI and
DVLS are representing only 20 percent
of victims.

7

An adversarial justice system
demands that both sides have
adequate representation. Our clients
are frequently overwhelmed and intimidated by the legal system and do
not stand a chance to obtain justice on
their own without a lawyer.

8

Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr. said,
“Equal justice under law is not
merely a caption on the facade of the
Supreme Court building, it is perhaps
the most inspiring ideal of our society. It is one of the ends for which
our entire legal system exists...it is
fundamental that justice should be
the same, in substance and availability,
without regard to economic status.”

9

Only 20 percent of the members
of the Delaware Bar contribute to
the CCJ annual appeal.

10

It is part of the obligation of being a lawyer to support equal
access to justice. Please donate your
time or, if you prefer, your money, or
both. You can do so easily online at
www.delawareccj.org

Daniel G. Atkins is the Executive Director
of Community Legal Aid Society, Inc. and
can be reached at datkins@declasi.org.
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10 REASONS

550,000 SQUARE FOOT CONFERENCE CENTER
OPENING 2020 LAS VEGAS

IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE

MICHELLE G. GALLO AND DANIELLA C. SPITELLI
HAVE JOINED THE FIRM

Michelle G. Gallo is an associate in Morris James’ Georgetown
office. Her practice focuses on commercial transactions, real
estate law, land use, zoning, and general litigation matters. Ms.
Gallo was a Judicial Law Clerk to The Honorable Kenneth S.
Clark, Jr. and The Honorable Rosemary Betts Beauregard for the
Delaware Court of Common Pleas. She graduated from Widener University Delaware Law School in 2018 after receiving a B.A.
from Washington College in 2011. She is admitted to practice
law in Delaware and Maryland. Ms. Gallo can be reached at
302-752-3344 or mgallo@morrisjames.com.

Daniella C. Spitelli is an associate in Morris James’ Professional
Liability Litigation Practice Group. Her practice focuses on the
defense of medical malpractice and legal malpractice claims. Ms.
Spitelli was a Judicial Extern to the Honorable Paul R. Wallace in the
Delaware Superior Court and served as a Judicial Law Clerk to the
Honorable Carl C. Danberg and the Honorable Robert H. Surles in
the Delaware Court of Common Pleas. Ms. Spitelli graduated from
Widener University Delaware Law School, cum laude, in 2018 after
receiving a B.A. from the University of Delaware in 2011. She was
admitted to practice law in Delaware in 2018. Ms. Spitelli can be
reached at 302-888-6995 or dspitelli@morrisjames.com.

Morris James LLP l 500 Delaware Avenue l Wilmington l Delaware 19801 l www.morrisjames.com l 302.888.6800

